Anonymized traffic trace collection in the data plane

Semester/Master thesis proposal

Most network researchers need traffic traces from real networks in order to evaluate and verify their ideas. For example, the network community has recently developed many artificial intelligence-based techniques that require accurate and real data to work well [7]. Unfortunately, getting traces from real networks is rather difficult. Operators are often unwilling to share traffic traces from their network for obvious privacy reasons. Only a small number of organizations such as [2,5] periodically publish a limited number of anonymized traffic traces.

To convince more network operators to make traffic traces publicly available, we are currently designing a traffic collection framework that is easy to deploy, flexible at runtime and ensures privacy. The key idea of our collection framework is to use the capabilities of newest programmable switches. Last semester, a student started to develop the framework in P4 [6] during his semester thesis [4]. Based on some operator input, the framework generates optimized P4 code which automatically collects, anonymizes and forwards traffic in order to generate traces. The system even partially runs on a Barefoot Tofino [1] switch.

In this thesis we would like to extend the existing framework in multiple ways. First, as the available memory and processing capabilities of data-plane devices are limited, the current framework produces highly optimized but static P4 code. However, the observed network traffic is constantly changing whereas the P4 code used in a Tofino switch cannot be changed at runtime. The student is therefore expected to improve the framework so that it can adapt its behavior according to the traffic, and this at runtime, without having to update the data-plane implementation, recompile the P4 code or restarting the device. Second, to compensate for the limited processing capabilities of data-plane devices (e.g., no cryptographic hash functions) the current framework uses a simplified algorithm to anonymize the traces compared to state-of-the-art approaches (e.g., [3]). The student is expected to theoretically explore what the tradeoffs are between the different implementations. Is our current anonymization easier to break/reverse? Third, the current framework can only anonymize IPv4 addresses. Therefore, the framework must be extended to support IPv6 addresses as well. Finally, the entire framework should be adapted to the Tofino-specific P4 specifications to show that it is practicable and that the framework can generate anonymized traces for Tbps of traffic.

Milestones

- Get familiar with the existing framework/code basis;
- Extend the existing framework such that operators can add/remove new prefixes as soon as the observed traffic mix changes;
- Theoretically analyze the achieved anonymization guarantees. How difficult would it be to break the traffic anonymization? Is our approach comparable to existing solutions?
- Extend the framework such that it works for IPv6;
- Test the full framework on a Tofino switch in our lab.

Requirements

- Knowledge in P4 programming;
- Communication Networks (227-0120-00L), or equivalents.
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